
How to Make a Boutonniere

Gather pins, ribbon, container,
paper towels, snips, and floral

stem tape. It helps to tear a few
sections of tape off the roll so you
don’t have to do it while holding
the bout. Also, this tape has to be

stretched to activate the glue. 
 

Small flowers and bits of greenery
are best for bouts. Stick to hardy
items since delicate flowers will
get floppy fast. Our favorites are
Spray Roses, Cushion Poms, and

Mini Carnations. Almost any
greenery works well. 

Use 1-2 types of greenery in your
bouts. Two to three sprigs of

greenery is plenty. Try to trim off
the lower leaves so they do not get

in the way of the tape. 

If you want a little more oomf you
can add 1-2 sprigs of a texture item
such as baby’s breath, wax flower,
solidago, thistle, bunny tail grass,

or berries. Keep it limited to 1-2
types of texture so it doesn’t get

too messy.

Add the blooms to your greenery.
One to two flowers is usually plenty

for simple groomsmen boutonnieres.
If you have a colorful wedding you

can make each one a bit different to
cover all the colors. You can also add

an extra flower to the groom’s to
make his stand out.

Best Items for Bouts Don't Forget Supplies!

It is common for the groom, groomsmen, dads, and granddads to wear bouts. Some couples give
them out to the officiant, but it is not necessary.   

Start With Greenery Add Texture (optional)Add Blooms!

Prep Bout Station

Gather all of the little scraps you
have so far. If you don’t have

enough scraps then you can cut
small pieces from larger stems.

Start with the pieces lowest on the
stem so the rest of the stem can
still be used in an arrangement.



How to Make a Boutonniere

Stick two pins into the stems of each
bout. We prefer the short pixie pins

because they can be inserted
through the jacket and into the stems
without poking through and stabbing
someone. However, you can use the
long pins if you would like. (We sell
the short pins on our Supply Store.)

Use decorative wire or ribbon to
cover the tape. We recommend tan
bind wire or ribbon that is about ¼-

½ inch wide. The wire will stay in
place on its own. For ribbon you will
need to tie it or use a hot glue gun.

You just need to cover the tape. You
don’t have to wrap the whole stem.

 Place a layer of damp paper towel
in the bottom of a shallow food

container. Set the bouts in flat and
add another damp towel on top.
Seal the container and place it in
the refrigerator. Make sure your

fridge is on the warmest setting so
the flowers do not freeze. 

We prefer short pixie pins. Start
from behind the jacket lapel. Insert

the pins through the lapel then
into the flower stems. Insert one

pin at the top. Angle it down
towards the bottom of the stems. 

Cover the Tape (Optional) Add Pins!

Bouts can be made any day, 1, 2, or 3! Fit them in where it makes sense in your schedule. Make
them first thing to get them out of the way or save them till the end when you have lots of scraps.

Hydrate & Store Pin...

Take your pre-cut and pre-stretched
piece of tape and wrap it tightly

around the stems. You do not have
to wrap the entire stem length, just
enough to hold it together. The less
tape you use the easier it will be to
cover up later.  Cut your stems so

they are neat and even.

Tape It Up!

Insert another pin from the bottom
angled up towards the blooms. If the
pins are higher up on the stems they
will stay in place better. You can also
put bouts on suspenders and vests. If

they are wearing plain dress shirts,
the shirt will not support the weight.

Best to skip bouts altogether. 

& Pin

https://diyflowersupply.com/

